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Introduction. Consider on the one hand a separable Brownian motion

(Wiener process) X(t), 0^t< «>, with A(0) = 0, and on the other a classical

random walk S(n) = E"-i -^<> 1 a« < °°, where Xi, X2, • • • is a sequence of

Bernoulli trials with probability 1/2 for A,= +1 and for A,= — 1. It is well

known that for the sequence of processes Rk(t), l^k<<», defined by the

formula

74(0 = 2~kS([22"t]), 0^t< »,

the joint distributions converge weakly in k to the corresponding joint dis-

tributions of X(t). It is also well known [7] that the difference equation

satisfied by the transition function of Rk(t) goes over into the diffusion equa-

tion satisfied by the transition function of Brownian motion.

Connections of the type illustrated here between the random walk and the

Brownian motion involve the derivation of analytical properties of the latter

as limits of analogous properties of the former, independently of the probabil-

ity spaces on which the processes are defined. However, it is also possible to

define, as in the present paper, approximating sequences of random walks

together with a limit Brownian motion process on a single probability space,

in such a way that the customary limit theorems appear as consequences of

probability 1 convergence on this common space, and this method can have

certain advantages. For example, when the type of convergence on this space

is uniform convergence of path functions in finite time intervals with proba-

bility 1, as it is to be here, it follows that the random walks provide a con-

structive definition of the Brownian motion (that is, of its space of path func-

tions, field of measurable sets, and probability measure).

This paper is derived from part of the author's Ph.D. thesis, written with

the help and guidance of Professor William Feller. Sincere thanks are ren-

dered to him and to Professor H. Trotter for their assistance. The mappings

Mk, on which the paper is based, are due to them.

The first stage in the construction is to define a sequence of random walks

Rk(t) oí the type mentioned in the introduction for each k, but on separate

probability spaces, and to combine these spaces in a single over-all space.

We shall use "a.s." to abbreviate "almost surely" or "with probability one."

Definition 1. Let ak = 2~2lc, ßk = 2~k, where k is a non-negative integer.

The set fi* of 74-paths is the set of all functions wk from {mak : m a non-nega-

tive integer} onto {nßk: n an integer}, such that wk(0) =0 and wk((m-\-l)ak)
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equals wk(mak)+ßk or wk(mak)—ßk for each k}zO.

The sets Qk are related by means of mappings Mk from Qk onto fít_i, k = 1.

Definition 2. Mtw* is defined as follows: it has the sequence of values

obtained by first eliminating from the sequence wk(0), wk(ak), wk(2ak), ■ ■ ■

all terms except those of the form nßk-y, and then eliminating all of the re-

maining terms which are equal to their immediate predecessors.

It is clear that Mkwk is always an P*_i-path. An inverse to any P*_i-path

may easily be constructed, but this inverse is never unique.

We next define on Qk a cr-field Fk of subsets, and a probability measure Pk,

with which Q,k may be interpreted as the space of elementary events (sample

space) of a discrete random walk Rk by means of the definition Rk(nßk)

= wk(nßk), 0 = «< oo. The random walk Rk starts at 0 and has for all n the

stationary one-step transition probabilities

1
(1) P(nßk, (n - l)ßk) = p(nßk, (n + l)ßk) = — •

The underlying c-field Fk is defined to consist of the sets SC\ilk for all S in the

cr-field generated by the open sets in the product space

00

II {nßk, —m û n i% m}

of countably many discrete, compact, spaces. The probability measure is

defined on this field by iteration of the transition probabilities, beginning

with the sets

P = {wk: wk(0) = 0, wk(ak) = tyßk, wk(2ak) = («i + et)ßk, • • • , wk(mak)

= («i + «2 + • • • + tm)ßk}    where   t¿ = ± 1,

for which Pk(E) =2~m. The extension of Pk to the least <r-field containing the

sets E now follows by a standard method. This cr-field is precisely Fk, as

proved below.

Theorem 1. The spaces (ilk, Fk, Pk) together with the mappings Mk+1Mk+t

■ ■ ■ Mr from ür to Qk, r>k, are a stochastic process (tlx, PM, P„) in the sense

of Bochner [l, p. 119].

Before stating the meaning of this theorem, we prove a lemma.

Lemma 1. For each k>0, the total inverse mapping Mr1 of Mk is measure

preserving from (ß*_i, Pi_i, Pk-i) onto (Q,k, Fk, Pk). In other words, the mapping

of Rk defined by MkRk(nßk) = Mkwk(nßk) carries the process Rk onto the process

Rk-i.

Proof. We first of all note that for 0 ^m < « and — m %^n =m there holds

the following identity of conditional probabilities:
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Pk(MkRk((m + l)a*_i) = (w + l)ft_i | MkRk(mak-i) = nßk-i)

= Pk(MkRk((m + l)ofc_i) = (w - 1)A_! | MkRk(mak-i) = w<3*_i)

1
2

This follows from (1) in an evident way. Now (3) implies, by the Markov

property for Rk, that with ef as in (2) and k>0,

Pk{wk: Mkwk(ak-i) = ejj8*-i, Mkwk(2ak-i) = (m + e2)ßk-i, • ■ • , Mkwk(mak-i)

= (ei + e2 + • • • + i«)/S*-i} = 2--.

The lemma thus holds for the sets 7££7V_i defined as in (2) with k — 1 in

place of k. It therefore holds for all EEFk-i by the standard extension.

Recalling, now, that the "projective limit" fi«, of the spaces fi* under the

mappings Mk is the set of all sequences (w0, Wi, • ■ • , wn, • • • ) such that

Mkwk = wk-i for all k>0, and that each set Bk in Fk is the "projection" onto

fi* of the set of all elements of fi«, whose &th components are in 5*, the theo-

rem means that the finitely additive set function P induced on fi« by the

projection inverses of all Bk in Fk, with measures Pk, 0^&<«> (which are

consistent by the lemma) can be extended to a countably additive measure

Px on the smallest c-field F«, containing the projection inverses of all Bk. To

prove the possibility of this extension, it is sufficient to show that the spaces

fi* are "topological" [Bochner, 1, Theorem 5.1.1] in the sense that any

measurable set may be approximated in measure by compact subsets, and

that the mappings Mk are continuous. The property of being approximated

in measure by compact subsets is clearly preserved under the operations of

countable set union and intersection, and it holds for the cylinder sets of fi*

generated by subsets of the coordinate spaces {nßk, —m^n^m}. The open

sets of fi* are defined by intersection of fi* with the open sets of the product

space Hm=o {nßk, —m¿n^m}. By considering the coordinates of a point

in the product space as defining the position of a corresponding real number

in (0, l] by successive subdivision of (0, l] into semiclosed subintervals of

length 1, 1/2, 1/6, • • • , 1/w!, • • -, it is seen from properties of the real num-

bers that all of these open sets may be obtained as countable unions of finite

intersections from the subbase consisting of the cylinder sets generated by

subsets of the coordinate spaces, i.e. as disjoint unions of semiclosed intervals

open at the left. It is immaterial whether the operations are performed before

or after the intersection with fi*. Thus the open sets are approximated in the

required manner. The closed sets of fi* are compact and therefore trivially

approximated. Finally, to extend from the class of open and closed sets to

the least <7-field containing it, only the set operations of countable union and

intersection are involved. Thus the spaces (fi*, Fk, Pk) are topologicalO). The

(') It is clear, in fact, that F* is the field of Baire sets, and hence that Pk is a regular meas-

ure.
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mappings Mk are continuous since the discrete character of the coordinate

spaces makes convergence degenerate at each coordinate. This completes the

requirements of [l, Theorem 5.1.1], and proves the theorem.

We next introduce a continuous time parameter in each random walk Rk

by setting Rk (t) =Rk(mak) for mak%it <(m + l)ak, w = 0. It is tobe shown that

for points (w0, Wy, wt, • ■ • , wn, • ■ • )££2oo the corresponding sequences

(Ro(t), Ri(t), Rt(t), • • ■ , Rn(t), • • • ) converge uniformly in (0, P), for each

P>0, with Poo-probability 1. Accordingly, it is necessary to investigate the

relation induced by the mapping Mk between the time parameters of Rk(t)

and Rk-i(t).

Definition 3. For each m^O, k>0, let Ek-i(m) be the (random) least

integer such that for Mkwk = wk-y the ordered set

{wk(ak), wk(2ak), • • • , wk(Ek-y(m)ak)}

contains the ordered set \wk-y(ak-y), wk-y(2ak-y), ■ ■ ■ , wk-y(mak^y)} as an

ordered subset. Then the "time lag" LktT(t), k^r, of the process Rr(t) with

respect to Rk(t), is defined as follows:

Lkik(t) = 0;

Lk,r(mak) = (Pr_i • • • Ek+iEk(m))ar — mak,       k < r

Lk,r(t) = Lk,r(mak),        mak zi t < (m + l)ak.

The following relation for r>k + l is immediate(2):

Lk,r(mak) = Lktk+y(mak) + Lk+ylk+2(Ek(m)ak+1) + • • •

(5) + Lr-l.r(Er-tEr-3 ■ ■ • Ek(m)ar-i)

= Lk,r-i(mak) + Lr-i,r(mak + Lk,r-i(mak)).

The main theorem concerning the time lag will now be proved.

Theorem 2. For each 5>0, we have

(            ii)       2mak
PA   max   |Ptir(0|   >o\ <-

\0<.t&mak ) 3b2

Proof. We first note that P(P*(1))=4 and that <r2(P*(l)) = 8 (where E

and er2 denote expectation and variance). In fact, Ek(l) has the same dis-

tribution as the number of tosses of a "fair coin" required until | number of

heads —numbers of tails] =2, and therefore E*(l) = 2(X + 1) where X has a

geometric distribution with p = l/2. Since E(X) = 1 and o2(X) =4, the state-

ment about P*(l) is easily verified. Consequently,

(6) E(Lk,k+y(ak)) = 0    and    <r2(Lk,k+l(ak)) = 2"4*"1.

Now Lktk+i(mak) is clearly the sum of m independent variables each with

(2) The referee has kindly suggested the last expression.
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the same distribution as 7,*,*+i(a*). Together with (5) and (6) this implies that

E(Lk,T(ak)) = 0. We next calculate the conditional variance of Lk,i+i(ak)

—Lk¡i(ak) given Lk¡i(ak), k<i<r. If 7,*,,(«*) is given, we see from (5) that

Lk,i+i(ak)—Lk,i(ak) is the sum of £,_i£,_2 • • • Ek(l) independent variables

distributed like L,,,+i(a<), and from Definition 3 we have

(7) Eí-iEí-2 ■ • • 74(1) = aTl(Lk,i(ak) + «*).

Therefore by (6),

E((Lk,i+i(ak) - Lk,i(ak)Y | Lk,i(ak)) = aTl(Lk,i(ak) + a*)2-«-i

= (Lk,i(ak) + «*)2-2<-i.

On the other hand, this conditional variance is the same as that of

7«*,,-+i(a*) given L*,,(o¡*), which is

(9) E(Ll,i+i(ak) | Lk,i(ak)) - E\Lk,i+i(ak) | 7*.,(a*)).

But the expected value of (8) is 2-2<*+<>-1, while that of (9) is £(74,<+1(a*))

— E(L\t(ak)). Equating these two expectations and adding from i = k to

t = r—1, we have

E(ÛM) = E 2-2(i+<)-1
t=*

r-l-t

(10) = 2-«-1 E 2_2i

2—4*+l

<

Theorem 2 now follows from (10) by an application of the Kolmogorov in-

equality.

We shall require an additional uniformity in r, given by the following

corollary.

Corollary 1. For fixed k, m, l^i^m/2, and h = 2iak,

2 —12
I ii) 8mak /        8(m + 5a* )a*\-1

Pj     l.u.b.       \Lk,r(D\   >5Í<-—-(l- M   .

Proof. It is easily seen from (5) that for k<r<s

(11) Lk,,(mak) = Lk,r(mak) + Lr,,(mak + Lk,T(mak)).

Let Lk,n(T) denote max0siST |7y*,n(/)|, let k and s be fixed with k<s, and for

6 = 2iak define r(8) to be the least integer r, k<r^s, such that 7*,r(raa*)^5

when such exists, or k otherwise. Since for given t and t' the variables LktT(t)

and LT,,(t') are independent, (11) together with Theorem 2 implies that
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Pm(Lk,,(mak) > 5/2 | Lk,rW(mak) ^ 5)

^ 1 — Px(LHi),,(mak + Lkir(i)(mak)) > Lk,T{i)(mak) — 5/2 | Lk,rW(mak) ^5)

^ 1 -

E     PK(Lr{s),,(mak + ja,) > ja, - iak)Pœ(Lk,T{t)(mak) = ja,)
i=tiak/a,

P«(Lk,r(S)(mak) ^ 2iak)

(12) t
V 2(m+ja,/ak)ak
Z"      ~TT--^~TT       Poo(Lk,rit)(mak) = ja,)

y~2,gt/a,     3(ja, - iaky_

Px(Lk,r(S)(mak) = 2iak)

t —12

2(m + 2i)ak       1 — 8(m + 8ak )ak

3(iak)2 3o2

since the bound in Theorem 2 is monotone in k, and the first term in the

second summation is maximized when / = 2iak/a,. From (12) and Theorem 2

it follows that for 5 = 2iak

(13)

2 _i       \
8mak /       8(m + Sak )ak\~l( ii)       8mak /       8(m + Sak )ak\

Pj      l.u.b.        | Lk,T(t) |  > i    < — (l - )
\k£r£s,Oètémak } 38'   \ 35* /

Letting s become large, the corollary is established.

We now complete the measure PM on Fx, and denote the resulting space

by (O«,, PI», P»). Henceforward a.s. will refer to this space.

By induction on r>k and Definition 3 it is seen easily that

wk(mak) =wr(Er-i ■ • • Ek(m)ak),

which may be written

(14) wk(mak) = wr(mak + Lk,r(mak)).

Also, from Corollary 1 and (11) it follows that limr<00 Lk,r(mak) exists a.s.

Accordingly, we define a process P»(¿) for certain (random) values of t by

setting, whenever lim,..., Lkí,(mak) exists(3),

(15) Rxlmak + lim Lk,,(mak)j = wk(mak).

Indeed, this definition is independent of k and m. For if myak+vim,^x Lk,,(myak)

= m2ar+lim,^x LriC(m2ar), k<r, then (11) implies that myak+Lk,T(myak)

+ lim,..,», Lr,,(myak + Lk,T(myak)) — m2ar + lim,,«, Pr,,(m2ar). By considering

r<s<<x> and Definition 3 it follows that myak+Lk,r(myak) =m2ar. In more

detail, Definition 3 has the consequence that a7l(mtar+Lr ,,(mtar)) is the least

(3) This definition will be amended for a set of probability 0 by Theorem 3, and to this

extent is temporary.
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integer such that for Mr+iMr+2 ■ ■ M,w. — wr the ordered set

{w,(a,), w,(2a„), • • • , w.fa^faar + Lr,,(m2aT)))}

contains the ordered set {wr(aT), wr(2aT), • • • , wr(m2ar)} as an ordered sub-

set. Thus for each wGfi«,, W2ar+7.r,,(w2ar) determines m2 uniquely. From

miak+Lkir(miak) =m2aT and (14) it follows that wk(miak)=wr(m2ar), hence

Definition (15) is independent of k and m.

It is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1 that the times of the form

wza*+lim,..«, Lk,,(mak), 0^îw<«>, 0<k<<x>, axe a.s. dense in (0, <»). We

next prove that Rx(t) is a.s. continuous on this dense set, uniformly in finite

time intervals. This will allow us to conclude that if Rx,(t) is defined for the

remaining times by continuity (except for w in a set of probability 0) then

the result is Brownian motion.

Lemma 2. For e, «5, and Tpositive, e<T, and k sufficiently large,

P«,<max -Roof rrt\ak + lim Lk¡,(miak) J — Rxlm2ak + lim Lk,,(m2ak) J   > 5>

47" /     b"\

< 5(2«) w» eXPV    &/'

where the maximum is over 0^mi<m2^a¡rlT, m2 — mi<ear1.

Proof. By (14) the lemma is reduced to an estimation of the analogous

max | Rk(miak) — i?*(w2a*) |. For large k the De Moivre-Laplace limit theorem

implies that Rk(t+e)—Rk(t) is asymptotically normally distributed with ex-

pectation 0 and variance e. Combining this with the representation of Rk(mak)

as the sum of m independent increments we have, by using the reflection prin-

ciple [2, p. 392] and the usual inequalities for the normal distribution [3,

p. 166]: for k large,

PM{max | Rk(miak) — Rk(m2ak) \   > 5}

(16) 27 (a

e \ \2tliy) "5(2tt€)1'2 eXP\    8(/'

where the maximum is taken as above and cb(x) is the normal distribution.

The sets {miak+lim,„x Lk¡,(miak), 0^Wi< a>} are nondecreasing in k, as

follows from (11), and they a.s. become dense in (0, T) as k approaches w,

by Corollary 1 with w= Tajr1. Letting k become large, and choosing e small

in Lemma 2, we find that Rx(t) is uniformly continuous a.s. on this dense set,

and letting T become large the same continuity holds a.s. in all bounded

subintervals of (0, «>). This leads to the following definition and theorem:
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Theorem 3(4). The paths of Rk(t) a.s. converge uniformly infinite time inter-

vals to continuous functions. Let Rx(t) be defined by

R„(t) =

lim   Rk(t) if this limit exists uniformly in finite intervals and is
—* oo

continuous for 0 ^ t < °°,

0     otherwise.

Then Rx(t) is a separable Brownian motion process on (Qx, PI», PI,). Moreover,

for e, S>0, and k large

P°J    max      \Rx(t) - Rr(t)\  > s\
\0£t¿T;r¿* )

/     «r + ».y.    _16£_     /  £X

\ 3e2       / 8(6™yi2 \     96e/

(17)
16Pa* /        8(P + e)aky1 16T

5(6ire)!

Proof. It is sufficient to consider only the set of probability 1 where

Rx(t) can be defined for all t by (15) and its extension by continuity. It

will first be shown that within every time interval in which Rx(t) has

oscillation greater than 2ßk there exist times myak+lim,^x Lk:,(myak) and

m2ak+lim,«.K Lkl,(m2ak) at which the maximum and minimum of Rx(t) in the

interval are approached to within ßk. For, by choosing r large, the maximum

and minimum can be approximated as closely as desired at times of the form

mar+lim,^.x Lr,,(mar) and thus, according to (15), by values of the form

RT(maT). Between any two values Rr(ty) and RT(t2) differing by at least 2ßk

there exist values nißk and n2ßk taken on at times between ty and t2, and ap-

proximating RT(ty) and Rr(tt), respectively, to within ßk. It follows from

Definition 2 of the mappings Mk, moreover, that it can even be assumed

that the values nyßk and n2ßk are taken on by Rr(t) at times of the form

£r_iPr_2 • • • Ek(my)ar and Pr_iPr_2 • • • Ek(m2)ar. But since, by (11),

Er-iEr-t • • ■ Ek(m,)ar + lim,,^ Pr,,(Pr_iPr_2 • • • Ek(mi)ar)

= miak + lim,<00 Lk,,(miak),i=l, 2,

it follows that the times m.afc + lim,^ Lk,,(m,ak),i= 1, 2, are in the original in-

tervalforP0O(í).SinceP„(m¿at+lim,,00P4i,(wia/i))=Pr(£r_iPr_2 • • -Ek(m¡)ar)

= nißk, by (15), the remark is established. The argument has also established

the following fact: for r>k there exist within every time interval in which

Rr(t) has oscillation greater than 2p\ times of the form myak+Lk,r(myak) and

m2ak+Lkfr(m2ak) at which the maximum and minimum of Rr(t) in the interval

are approached to within ßk.

(4) It is apparent that the completing of (Q„, F„, P„) is theoretically unnecessary since all

sets considered must actually be in F„. However, it permits a considerable simplification in the

proofs.
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(18)

ÚP\

Because of these facts, and writing Lk,„(mak) in place of lim,^M Lk¡,(mak),

we have for ¿>>4ß* and e>0,

P'J     l.u.b.        \Rr(t) -Rk(t)\   >«/2J
l 0SláT;*<ra« '

á Pi \        l.u.b. ¡ Rr(mak + A) - Rr(mak+Lk,r(mak)) | > 5/2 1
(.Oámáa* 1i";OáA<ai¡ j

i<rá«o

< l.u.b. | Lk,r(mak) \   > e >
tOSmSo,. lr;i<rg«> J

+ PCM| l.u.b. | Rk(miak) - Rk(m2ak) \  > 5/2 + 2ßk \ ,
1 K<**~'V*I <?«,+<'*: /

0 Smj <m¡ Sa,. ] r

where the first inequality is derived by writing t = mak+A for some m and

0^A<a*, and using (14) and (15). Applying Corollary 2 and (16), respec-

tively, to the last two terms of (18), and letting k become large, (17) follows

immediately from the triangle inequality.

Finally, since the increments of Rx(t) axe a.s. limits of the corresponding

increments of Rk(t) as k becomes large, and since these increments are obvi-

ously asymptotically stationary and independent with mean 0 and variance

equal to the corresponding increments of time, it follows easily that the incre-

ments of R„(t) have the same properties. Hence Rx(t) is a process with a.s.

stationary independent increments and continuous path functions, and it

follows from a known theorem [2, p. 420] that R«,(t) is a separable Brownian

motion process. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

Further remarks, (a) A converse to Theorem 3 may also be proved.

Namely, any complete separable Brownian motion space contains a subspace

which is a replica of (fi«,, F%, P.) minus a set of measure 0. To define the

random walk Rk one utilizes the fact that the time of first arrival by a

Brownian motion in {(w + l)ßk} starting at nßk is a stopping time and there-

fore a Markov time [5]. This permits interpretation of the sequence of

arrivals without successive repetition of the Brownian motion in

{nßk, — oo <w< oo } as the succession of states of Rk(t) in (fiM, it,, PeB).

(b) By defining the projections of a Brownian motion in w dimensions on

the coordinate axes separately, using Theorem 3 and the fact that these

projections are independent, one immediately obtains a definition of w-dimen-

sional Brownian motion in a product space XT"=i (^», FI,, P'^i as a uniform

limit in finite time intervals of random walks P*,„(i) on the w-dimensional lat-

tice whose points are the integral (vector) multiples of w-1/2/3*. The transition

probabilities for these Rk,n, analogous to (1), are

p((nm-Wßk, ■ ■ -,«»«-»%), ((ni±l)n-u*ßk, • • • , (w„±l)w-1'2/3*)) =2-»,
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and the time intervals between successive steps are of length ak. An analogue

of (17) is evident.

(c) It is possible to extend the construction of (fi«,, F"», Pc„) to apply not

only to Brownian motion but to any diffusion process on a finite or infinite

interval of the real line provided the process has no singular points and in-

volves no more than absorbing barrier boundary conditions. To do this, one

can use a theorem of H. Trotter [9] which states that almost all Brownian

motion paths have sojourn times in intervals (— », x) before time t which

have densities in x that are jointly continuous in x and t. After a continuous

change of scale in x (to the "natural scale" of Feller [4]) the diffusion is

governed by an infinitesimal generator of the form d/dm d/dx (the "intrinsic

form" [4]) where m(x) is a right continuous strictly increasing function on

the domain of definition (and to any such m(x) there corresponds a diffusion

process in the natural scale). When the domain is (— », ») it follows easily

from Trotter's theorem that if we define a family of processes by Rk,n,m(x)(t)

= Rk(M(i)ak) where M(t) is the integer determined by

in which j(i) is the function on fi«, satisfying

-g Rk(iak) < ■-■ >
n n

then for a suitable increasing sequence n(k) the processes Rk,n(k),mwit) con-

verge a.s. uniformly in finite time intervals to a limit process Rx,m<z)(t). It

can then be proved directly that Rx,mix)(t) is a diffusion process with infini-

tesimal generator d/dm d/dx. It follows in this way that the space (fi«,, F°x, Pc„)

suffices to define the entire class of such diffusion processes.

From this definition it is evident what interpretation is to be given to the

measure dm(x). Roughly speaking, it determines the local "rate," or time

scale, for the process P«,,m(i)(0. relative to the Brownian motion P«,(/), but

in the sense that when 2dm(x) is greater at x than dx, then RK,m(z)(t) "runs

more slowly" at x than does Rx(t). A closer examination, taking into account

the fact that the measure m(dx) may be singular with respect to Lebesgue

measure, is not much facilitated by the construction of (fi«,, F%, Pe„), and we

shall be content to refer to better sources [4; 6]. As for the proofs of the last

statements, the convergence proof is routine, while the identification of the

measure dm(x) with the infinitesimal generator d/dm d/dx will follow directly

from  [6], and is due, in fact, to these authors. The proofs are therefore
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omitted along with the evident modifications necessary to apply the construc-

tion to processes on an interval with absorbing boundaries.
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